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Medial frontal cortex (MFC) is crucial when actions have to be inhibited, reprogrammed, or selected under conflict, but the precise
mechanism by which it operates is unclear. Importantly, how and when the MFC influences the primary motor cortex (M1) during
action selection is unknown. Using paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation, we investigated functional connectivity between the presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) part of MFC and M1. We found that functional connectivity increased in a
manner dependent on cognitive context: pre-SMA facilitated the motor evoked-potential elicited by M1 stimulation only during
action reprogramming, but not when otherwise identical actions were made in the absence of conflict. The effect was anatomically
specific to pre-SMA; it was not seen when adjacent brain regions were stimulated. We discuss implications for the anatomical
pathways mediating the observed effects.

Introduction
Medial frontal cortex, more specifically the presupplementary
motor area (pre-SMA), is important in situations involving the
direct competition (Ullsperger and Von Cramon, 2001), inhibition (Nachev et al., 2007), updating (Shima et al., 1996), or reprogramming (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007) of actions. Previous
work has shown that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) over pre-SMA during response conflict results in a greater
activation in the motor cortex controlling the competing response, as indexed by the lateralized readiness potential (LRP)
(Taylor et al., 2007), indicating that the pre-SMA is in a position
to influence the motor cortex. However, the questions of how and
when this influence is exerted remain. Importantly, previous
studies could not investigate whether the effect of pre-SMA was
predominantly to inhibit the incorrect motor response or to facilitate the correct motor response. Moreover, the limited temporal resolution of repetitive TMS means that the timing of this
influence could not be determined. Finally, there has been speculation about the anatomical route by which medial frontal cortex (MFC) influences action selection (Kerns et al., 2004; Isoda
and Hikosaka, 2008) and a better understanding of the timing of
the influence of pre-SMA might clarify this issue. In the present
study, we address these issues by looking at the functional conReceived March 24, 2009; accepted April 20, 2009.
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nectivity of pre-SMA with primary motor cortex (M1) using the
paired-pulse TMS technique.
We asked healthy human participants to perform a task modeled on the paradigm developed by Isoda and Hikosaka (2007).
The task (see Fig. 1a) required participants to either execute a
prepared response or switch to another response. A test TMS
pulse was delivered over left M1. On some trials it was preceded
by a conditioning pulse over pre-SMA. The conditioning pulse
can modulate the amplitude of the motor-evoked potential
(MEP) elicited in the hand muscle by the M1 test pulse (see Fig.
2b), providing a quantification of the influence of pre-SMA on
corticospinal excitability. We then probed the differential influence of pre-SMA on M1 depending on the cognitive state of the
participants, i.e., whether participants executed the prepared response or switched to another response. Previous studies of functional connectivity between dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and
M1 have reported changes time-locked to task events (Koch et al.,
2006; O’Shea et al., 2007), suggesting the technique may be suitable for probing the influence of pre-SMA on M1 during cognitive control of action selection.

Materials and Methods
Participants and experimental setup. Forty healthy volunteers (age 19 – 40
years) with no personal or familial history of neurological or psychiatric
disease participated in one or more of the experiments (approved by the
Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance
with the declaration of Helsinki): 11 participants (7 females) in the switch
experiment, 10 (6) in the stay experiment, 6 (3) in the M1-control experiment, 7 (5) in the PMd-control experiment, and 6 (3) in the interpulse
interval (IPI) experiment. All participants were right-handed and gave
written informed consent. Participants wore tight-fitting bathing caps,
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to monophasic Magstim 200 stimulators (Magstim Company). Test coil intensity was such
that an MEP of 1–1.5 mV was elicited in the
contralateral first dorsal interosseous (FDI)
muscle. Conditioning coil intensity was set at
120% of the resting motor threshold (RMT),
which in turn was defined as the minimum intensity, when the coil was over the M1 hotspot,
needed to elicit an MEP of ⬎50 V in the relaxed FDI muscle on 5/10 trials. The IPI between conditioning and test pulses was 6 ms,
which has been shown to be effective in a previous study of medial premotor areas (Civardi
et al., 2001). The relative frequency of switch
and stay trials remained the same in both experiments and, in both cases, TMS was delivered
either 75, 125, or 175 ms after the onset of the
central color cue [stimulus– onset asynchrony
(SOA)] (Fig. 1b). These times were chosen to
cover the period during which pre-SMA neuronal activity changes occurred in the experiment
performed by Isoda and Hikosaka (2007) and
the times when other premotor areas have been
shown to exert an influence over M1 (O’Shea et
al., 2007).
The test coil was placed over the position
Figure 1. a, On each trial of the action reprogramming task participants were presented with a centrally displayed white
which
allowed elicitation of the largest MEP for
square. Subsequently, two colored flankers (red and green, sides random) appeared on either side of fixation. Four hundred and
fifty to six hundred milliseconds after flanker onset, a central colored cue appeared, to which participants responded with the a given intensity in the FDI muscle of the rightindex finger of the hand on the side with the congruent color. Trials were blocked into groups with the same cue color, so that as hand, with the coil held tangentially to the skull
soon as flankers were presented, participants could anticipate and thus prepare an action based on the cue color presented with the handle oriented posteriorly at ⬃45°
in the previous trial. The prepared response would, however, be incorrect when the central cue color changed from one from the mid-sagittal axis. The conditioning
trial to the next (switch trials, boxed letters). Correct actions are indicated by “R” (right) and “L” (left). b, The M1 test pulse coil was placed with the handle pointing in the
was applied 75, 125, or 175 ms after the central color cue onset. A pre-SMA conditioning pulse preceded the M1 test pulse anterior direction, as close as possible to a position 4 cm anterior to electrode position Cz, preby 6 ms on half of the TMS trials.
viously shown to be an appropriate location for
stimulation of pre-SMA (Rushworth et al.,
2002) (Fig. 2a). Coil positions were assessed in
on which TMS sites were marked, and earplugs to protect against TMS
nine participants using Brainsight frameless stereotaxy (Rogue Research)
noise. A chin rest was used to minimize head movements.
(Fig. 2c). Average Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates for the
Behavioral task. The task (Fig. 1a) required participants to respond
conditioning coil were [4 18 65] and therefore clearly within pre-SMA
with the left or right index finger in response to visual stimuli presented
(Picard and Strick, 1996). Average coordinates for the test coil were [⫺40
on a screen ⬃85 cm in front of them. Each trial began with the presen⫺10 60], just anterior to the central sulcus, consistent with previous
tation of a central white square (4.7° width) followed by the presentation
reports of the hand area of M1. In addition, diffusion-weighted imaging
of flanker stimuli on each side of the central square. The flankers were
(DWI) was used to further assess the anatomical pathways mediating the
always one square (width 6°) on each side, one of them red, one of them
observed effects (supplemental Material II, available at www.jneurosci.
green, with trial-wise random assignment of color to side of display. After
org as supplemental material).
a variable delay (450 – 600 ms, uniform distribution), the central square
We first collected pre-SMA/M1 interaction data in two separate experbecame either green or red, instructing the participant to respond with
iments involving different participants. During these switch and stay
the index finger on the side corresponding to the flanker of the same
experiments, pulses were delivered almost exclusively on switch and stay
color.
trials, respectively. For these two experiments, a total of 14 pulse trials per
The critical manipulation imbedded in the task was that the central cue
hand, SOA, and pulse type (single or dual pulses) were delivered and used
took the same color for trains of 3–7 consecutive trials (uniform distrifor the analyses on switch and stay trials, respectively. The presence or
bution). This afforded participants the opportunity to prepare, in the
absence of TMS could not serve as precue indicating trial identity, beperiod between the onset of the flankers and the onset of the central color
cause the pulses were only applied after the switch or stay cue had already
cue, the response that was most likely to be required. The manipulation
occurred. However, six instances of pulse application on the opposite
meant that there were two types of trials: stay trials, on which the fixation
trial prevented participants from detecting, as assessed by subsequent
color was identical to that of the previous trial, thus allowing participants
report, any relationship between trial type and TMS delivery. For the
to execute the prepared response, and switch trials, on which the fixation
same reason, each trial type was also presented in the absence of TMS on
color was different from the previous trial, thus requiring participants to
at least 20% of instances of that trial type in each block. TMS trials were
inhibit the prepared response and reprogram a response with the other hand.
presented at least 7 (mean 10.5) seconds apart, to ensure that pulses on
Stimuli were pseudo-randomly generated and a different stimulus oradjacent trials did not influence each other. In each block, TMS trials
der was used for each block and for each participant. Custom software
were distributed evenly over response hand, SOA, and single- or dualwritten in Turbo Pascal controlled the experiment. Before the actual
pulse TMS.
experimental session, participants were familiarized with the task for 30
For the analysis of the effect of pre-SMA on M1, we thus concentrated
trials. The main experiment consisted of 7 (switch and stay experiments)
on a between-session design: we analyzed TMS data from switch trials in
or 5 (PMd and M1-control experiments) blocks of 180 trials each. Each
one session (referred to as the switch experiment) and stay trials in a
block contained 30 switch and 150 stay trials. The IPI experiment consisted
separate session (the stay experiment). This was necessary because probof 5 blocks of 220 trials, each containing 36 switch and 184 stay trials.
ing both an adequate number of switch and stay trials at three different
Switch and stay experiments. During the switch and stay experiments,
SOAs with both single and paired pulses would have resulted (1) in the
TMS was delivered through two figure-of-eight shaped coils, connected
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participants receiving a very large number of
TMS pulses and (2) in an exceedingly long
experiment.
M1 and PMd-control experiments. We tested
the anatomical specificity of pre-SMA/M1 interactions in two control experiments. In the
M1-control experiment, we applied TMS on
both switch and stay trials at an SOA of 125 ms
through a single figure-or-eight coil, connected
to the stimulators via a BiStim module, placed
over the hand area of M1. This is a critical control because it tests whether any observed
changes in MEPs are caused by the mediating
influence of pre-SMA or merely the result of
processes internal to M1 (O’Shea et al., 2007).
A second control experiment tested whether
pre-SMA TMS effects were caused by spreading
of activation from the pre-SMA coil into the
adjacent PMd. During this PMd-control experiment, the conditioning coil was placed over the
right hemisphere, because the average pre-SMA
location was also just within the right hemisphere, at a location 2 cm anterior and 1 cm
medial to the location in right hemisphere
which resulted in the largest MEP in the conFigure 2. a, In the switch and stay experiments, the test coil (black) was placed over left M1, whereas the conditioning coil
tralateral FDI for a given TMS intensity (“hot(white) was placed over pre-SMA. b, Example of MEPs recorded on a single pulse (black) and a dual pulse (gray) trial. The
spot”), which has previously been shown to be a
conditioning pulse can modulate peak-to-peak MEP amplitude. c, Sagittal views of the mean anatomical image indicating
reliable landmark for PMd and dorsal precenpre-SMA (left) and M1 (right) TMS sites. Each circle represents the coil location in one participant.
tral sulcus (O’Shea et al., 2007). TMS intensities
were the same as in the switch and stay experipulse MEP amplitudes expressed as percentage of the respective singlements. In both of these control experiments the IPI was 6 ms, as in the
trial MEP amplitude (“MEP changes”).
switch and stay experiments. These control experiments are thus not
comparable with previous paired-pulse TMS experiments probing
Results
PMd/M1 functional connectivity, which used an IPI of 8 ms (Koch et al.,
Behavioral data
2006; O’Shea et al., 2007).
IPI experiment. In a final control experiment, we tested for effects of
ANOVAs of RTs on correct trials and of error rates, with
different IPIs between conditioning pulses over pre-SMA and test pulses
within-subjects factor TRIAL_TYPE (switch or stay) and
over M1. Single pulses and dual pulses at IPIs of 3, 6, 9, 12, and 18 ms were
between-subjects factor EXPERIMENT (switch or stay experdelivered on switch trials at an SOA of 125 ms. A total of 15 trials were
iment), showed that participants responded more slowly (420
presented for each pulse and hand combination, distributed equally
vs 290 ms, main effect of TRIAL_TYPE: F(1,19) ⫽ 145.894, p ⬍
across five experimental blocks. Stimulation parameters were the same as
0.001) and made more errors (21.85% vs 1.40%, main effect of
in the other experiments.
TRIAL_TYPE: F(1,19) ⫽ 94.614, p ⬍ 0.001) in switch compared
Electrophysiological recording and data analysis. MEPs were recorded
with stay trials, confirming the effectiveness of the task mafrom the right-hand FDI muscle using Ag-AgCl electrodes in a tendonnipulation. Behavioral effects did not differ between the two
belly montage. EMG responses were bandpass filtered between 10 and
experiments, as indicated by the absence of any other signifi1000 Hz, with an additional 50 Hz notch filter, sampled at 5000 Hz, and
cant effects.
recorded using a CED 1902 amplifier, a CED micro 1401 Mk.II A/D
In all three control experiments (M1-control, PMd-control,
converter, and a PC running Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design).
and IPI), these effects were replicated. Participants responded
Analysis of electrophysiological data concentrated on peak-to-peak
more slowly (M1: t(5) ⫽ 15.790, p ⫽ 0.002; PMd: t(6) ⫽ 3.882, p ⫽
amplitudes of the MEPs measured on TMS trials. Trials with incorrect or
0.008; IPI: t(5) ⫽ 3.733, p ⫽ 0.014) and made more errors (M1: t(5)
premature [reaction time (RT)⬍150 ms] responses, those in which the
test pulse failed to elicit a reliable MEP (amplitude ⬍0.2 mV), and those
⫽ 5.716, p ⬍ 0.001; PMd: t(6) ⫽ 6.252, p ⫽ 0.001; IPI: t(5) ⫽ 3.191,
in which participants precontracted the FDI muscle before application of
p ⫽ 0.025) on switch compared with stay trials.
the conditioning pulse (EMG amplitude ⬎0.1 mV in the 80 ms before the
pulse) were discarded from the analysis. Grubb’s test was used to detect
Pre-SMA/M1 paired-pulse TMS during switch and stay trials
outliers in the obtained values of one block and these were excluded from
The main question addressed in the present study was whether
the analysis. After this preprocessing, on average 11.45 (SEM ⫾ 0.62) and
pre-SMA exerts a context-dependent influence on M1. An
11.65 (⫾0.67) trials were included per condition in the switch and stay
ANOVA on the MEP data gathered in the switch and stay experexperiments, respectively.
iments, with within-subjects factors PULSE (single vs dual) and
To account for differences in coil placement between blocks, MEP
SOA (75, 125, 175 ms) and between-subjects factor TRIAL_TYPE
sizes were normalized within each block. Analyses of MEPs were per(switch vs stay, based on the stimulated trials in the switch and
formed on the median of the normalized MEP amplitudes in each constay experiments, respectively), revealed a significant interaction
dition. Analyses of both behavioral and electrophysiological data were
between TRIAL_TYPE, PULSE, and SOA (F(2,18) ⫽ 3.533, p ⫽
conducted using ANOVA tests, using repeated measures where possible.
0.039)
(Fig. 3a) and between TRIAL_TYPE and SOA (F(2,18) ⫽
Significant effects were identified based on Huynh-Feldt corrected
4.734, p ⫽ 0.021). Post hoc tests revealed that for the switch trials,
ANOVA values, using SPSS 15.0. Post hoc paired-samples two-sided t
the dual-pulse MEP differed from the single-pulse baseline only
tests were used to further investigate significant effects in the ANOVAs.
at the 125 ms SOA (mean %MEP ⫽ 117.82, t(10) ⫽ 6.373, p ⬍
Post hoc tests on electrophysiological data were performed on the dual-
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cance in the stay trials. It might be argued
that switches after a larger number of stay
trials were anticipated by the participants.
However, the modulatory effect of preSMA TMS on M1 was still present even on
such “late” switch trials (supplemental
Material IV, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material).

Figure 3. a, Behavioral data in the main switch and stay experiments indicate participants reported faster (top) and more
accurate (bottom) on switch compared with stay trials. b, The effect of pre-SMA conditioning pulses on M1 test pulse-elicited MEP
amplitudes was specific to behavioral context and SOA. Pre-SMA/M1 functional connectivity significantly increased on switch
trials. * indicates significant modulation of MEP amplitudes in dual-pulse compared with respective single-pulse trials. c, Contextspecific facilitations of MEP amplitude at a SOA of 125 ms were only present when the conditioning coil was place over pre-SMA
and were absent when the conditioning coil was over PMd or M1.

Anatomical specificity
In the M1-control experiment, the influence of the conditioning pulse over M1 led
to an increase in MEP amplitude
(%MEP ⫽ 176%, main effect of PULSE
(F(1,5) ⫽ 7.731, p ⫽ 0.039). However, this
influence was no longer context specific;
there was no main effect of TRIAL_TYPE
(F(1,5) ⫽ 1.336, p ⫽ 0.300) and, crucially,
no interaction between TRIAL_TYPE and
PULSE (F(1,5) ⫽ 0.317, p ⫽ 0.598). In the
PMd-control experiment, there were no
significant effects (main effect of PULSE:
F(1,6) ⫽ 1.611, p ⫽ 0.251; main effect of
TRIAL_TYPE: F(1,6) ⫽ 2.041, p ⫽ 0.203;
TRIAL_TYPE ⫻ PULSE: F(1,6) ⫽ 4.033,
p ⫽ 0.091). Although the TRIAL_TYPE ⫻
PULSE interaction approached significance,
the effect is in the opposite direction of the
effect of pre-SMA, with PMd influence during switch trials trending toward an inhibitory effect on M1. Thus, the facilitatory effect
on M1 activity on switch trials is mediated
via a pre-SMA/M1 pathway and does not
reflect processes internal to M1 or
spreading of activation to PMd (Fig. 3c).
To further establish the anatomical
specificity of the present effects, we correlated the MEP changes in the switch experiment with individual differences in the
white matter integrity of anatomical tracts
(Fig. 4c; supplemental Material II, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This analysis suggested that the effects were mediated
solely by pathways underlying premotor
and primary motor areas.

Selectivity of pre-SMA/M1 interactions
We further investigated the specificity of
the pre-SMA influence on M1 on switch
trials by analyzing data from the switch experiment for trials in which participants
switched toward and ultimately selected
the hand contralateral to the stimulated
Figure 4. Additional results. a, Significant MEP facilitation was seen when switching toward the contralateral hand at 6 and 12 ms M1 (here, right hand), and trials in which
interpulse intervals, but no significant effect was seen when switching to the ipsilateral hand. b, A negative correlation was present participants had prepared, but ultimately
betweentherelativefacilitationofthecontralateral,comparedwiththeipsilateral,handandtheRTonswitchtrials.c,Examplelocationof inhibited, the hand contralateral to the
significant correlation between MEP effect size and white matter intensity and scatter plot of individual data within this cluster.
stimulated M1 and finished the trial by
switching to the hand ipsilateral to the
0.001). Furthermore, within the switch experiment, MEP
stimulated M1. Although there was unambiguous evidence that
changes at SOA 125 ms were significantly greater than MEP
pre-SMA facilitated the M1 corresponding to the unprepared
changes at SOA 75 ms (t(10) ⫽ 3.361, p ⫽ 0.007) and SOA 175 ms
hand to which subjects were about to switch, evidence for a sig(t(10) ⫽ 2.591, p ⫽ 0.027). None of these effects reached signifinificant influence of pre-SMA on the M1 corresponding to the
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preprepared hand that was not to respond was less clear-cut (supplemental Material III, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The absence of any inhibitory influence on
such trials may be considered surprising. A final experiment was
run to test whether this effect might be present at other IPIs. This
experiment (Fig. 4a) replicated the significant facilitation of MEP
size at SOA 125 using a 6 ms IPI when switching toward the
stimulated hand compared with baseline (t(5) ⫽ 3.193, p ⫽
0.024). There was no significant modulation, including no inhibitory modulation, of MEPs when switching away from the stimulated hand at any IPI (all p ⬎ 0.45). There was also a significant
facilitation when switching toward the stimulated hand at a 12 ms
IPI (t(5) ⫽ 3.726, p ⫽ 0.014).
Additionally, there was a significant difference in MEP facilitation in the IPI experiment when switching toward the
stimulated compared with the nonstimulated hand at a 6 ms
IPI (t(5) ⫽ 2.932, p ⫽ 0.033). The presence of a hand-selective
facilitation effect here but not in the switch experiment might
be explained by individual differences in RTs. If the pre-SMA
facilitates the correct response, as suggested by the hand difference in the IPI experiment, then the difference between
influences on the motor areas might be greater later in the
response selection process. Hence, we assessed whether, in the
combined data from the switch and IPI experiments, there was
evidence that shorter switch RTs were associated with a greater
relative facilitation of the contralateral, compared with the
ipsilateral hand. After rejection of two outliers using Grubb’s
test, we indeed found such a negative correlation (⫽ ⫺0.510,
p ⫽ 0.026) (Fig. 4b).

Discussion
Our results show that pre-SMA influences corticospinal excitability at a short latency of 6 ms. The effect is temporally specific
to a period 125 ms after movement instruction, anatomically
specific to pre-SMA, and occurs only during action
reprogramming.
Previous studies have used paired-pulse TMS to demonstrate increased functional connectivity between premotor
and motor regions during the initiation of a sensorimotor
transformation (Koch et al., 2006; O’Shea et al., 2007). The
current study is the first to employ this technique to study
action selection under conditions of response conflict, specifically in the case of the inhibition of a prepared response and
the selection of an alternative, a process we refer to as action
reprogramming. Action reprogramming recruits a number of
neural structures in addition to those involved in normal action selection (Ullsperger and Von Cramon, 2001; Mars et al.,
2007), including pre-SMA. Pre-SMA modulation of M1 did
not reflect the initiation of a sensorimotor transformation,
which was similar on both stay and switch trials; instead, the
effects reported reflect a change in expectation, built up over
the course of several trials, about which of two sensorimotor
transformations should be enacted. The fact that earlier
paired-pulse TMS studies (Koch et al., 2006; O’Shea et al.,
2007) focused on the initial action selection, whereas the current study focuses on the more complex process of reprogramming an action, might explain why the timing of the effects in
the current study were at a later SOA, 125 ms, than in the
earlier studies. Furthermore, at the critical SOA the latency
(IPI) of influence of pre-SMA over M1 was shorter (6 ms) than
the latency studied in previous PMd/M1 experiments (8 ms).
Our IPI control experiment showed no effects at the latency
normally used in PMd/M1 experiments.

The pattern of influence of pre-SMA on M1 reflected whether
the stimulated M1 needed to be inhibited or facilitated. Pre-SMA
facilitated M1 activity associated with the correct, but unprepared, action. The M1 associated with the incorrect, but prepared, action was not, however, inhibited at any pre-SMA/M1
stimulation latency. It was relatively less facilitated by pre-SMA
stimulation than the correct hand M1, and this relative difference
was most prominent in the fastest switchers. This may indicate
that pre-SMA normally brings about action reprogramming
through a complex combination of facilitatory and inhibitory
influences that are not mimicked by the artificial activation patterns induced by TMS, or that pre-SMA is concerned with a
higher level of control.
That pre-SMA/M1 effects are reliably seen at latencies as short
as 6 ms in both switch and IPI experiments is important, because
it constrains hypotheses about the routes by which pre-SMA
might influence M1. Although a basal ganglia/subthalamic route
might mediate important aspects of action inhibition (Isoda and
Hikosaka, 2008), even the most direct path through this route is
associated with neuronal latencies in excess of the 6 ms preSMA/M1 latency (Nambu et al., 2000). Similar considerations
also rule out that a pathway via lateral prefrontal cortex mediated
these short-latency effects, even if that pathway is important for
regulating longer term changes in cognitive control (Kerns et al.,
2004). These observations are consistent with the fact that correlations between white-matter integrity and changes in preSMA/M1 functional connectivity were restricted to dorsomedial
frontal cortex.
Previous work has suggested that corticospinal excitability is
modulated by recent trial history (Bestmann et al., 2008) and it
might be argued that differential switch expectancies, based on
the number of preceding stay trials, are what actually influence
pre-SMA/M1 functional connectivity. Although the present
study was not designed to test such a hypothesis, a preliminary
investigation showed that switch-related pre-SMA/M1 effects
were apparent even when the switches were very predictable, because many stay trials had elapsed.
In conclusion, the pre-SMA influences M1 at a short latency of
6 ms during action reprogramming, but not during simple action
selection. The effect is specific to the cognitive context, anatomically specific to pre-SMA, and temporally specific, being strongest 125 ms after the onset of a cue, indicating the need for action
reprogramming.
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